Scan the letters below. How many words can you find in 12 minutes?

Health and Medicine

Below are 18 words and phrases that related to colds and flu.

18 words ...12 minutes!

aspirin pain
clinic pills
contagious prescription
cough runny nose
doctor sneeze
defever temperature
headache thermometer
home remedy virus
illness vitamin

Can you think of 3 home remedies for colds and flu?
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**Health and Medicine**

Below are 18 words and phrases that related to colds and flu.

18 words …12 minutes!

- aspirin
- pain
- clinic
- pills
- contagious
- prescription
- cough
- runny nose
- doctor
- sneeze
- fever
- temperature
- headache
- thermometer
- home remedy
- virus
- illness
- vitamin

Can you think of 3 home remedies for colds and flu?
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